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					 	Eyelash enhancer
					 	[image: Eyelash enhancer]
					 						 	The innovative REALASH eyelash enhancer has earned the approval of customers from 35 countries. Enjoy beautiful look with 83% longer and 79% fuller lashes.

					 		Discover REALASH
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	THE UNISON OF SCIENCE AND NATURE

		
			THE UNISON OF SCIENCE AND NATURE

			We continuously draw inspiration from nature. We make use of the endless healing and conditioning properties of plants. We combine the love of nature with the latest scientific research to create unique solutions. Therefore the formulas of our products guarantee both effectiveness and safety.

			Find out more about ORPHICA
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		 Find out more about ORPHICA

	
	
		Why are we unique?

		
			
				          	
   			

   			

								

		

		 	Why are we unique?

		 	Our mission is "Real You". We would like to help you discover your natural beauty and enhance all your assets.  Our mission is to help you love yourself just the way you are - because you are beautiful.
The world of ORPHICA is made of carefully developed and innovative products of high effectiveness. ORPHICA has been created for women who value the highest quality and always search for the best solutions.

		 

	


	
		Innovative products by ORPHICA
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REALASH Eyelash enhancer

	
Check ›
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BROW Brow conditioner
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PURE Eye serum
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ARROW Eye pencil
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UP Mascara
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Timeless Day cream
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Timeless Night cream
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Touch Hand cream
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Touch Nail & cuticle conditioner


Check ›
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		They have trusted us

			
				"I'm about to start testing it ❤  thank you"
								
				@zanzadra91
			
	"My love ❤"
								@paatisoo
	"Have a look at their IG (...) the cosmetics are based on natural ingredients - we say NO to all irritations and allergic reactions!"
								
				@joabari
	"After 3 months my own gorgeous #falsieslashes awesome product. Definitely recommend #Realash"
								@not_so_flawlessxx
	"as for me they work magic  ❤"
								@martynablat
	"Eyelash enhancer, eye pencil and eyeliner make me so beautiful"
								@cornelliaas
	"The best in the world eye serum and eyelash & brow enhancers I RECOMMEND THEM"
								@agnieszka_laszczka


	


	
		More about ORPHICA

		
		 	[image: ORPHICA sets]
			ORPHICA sets

			Are you looking for a perfect gift? Or maybe you would like to pamper yourself? With ORPHICA gift sets your eyes will look simply gorgeous.

			Choose a gift set

		 

		 	Orphica - kosmetyki inspirowane naturą


			Join us

			
				For a fresh portion of beauty tips, makeup ideas, and cosmetic trends visit our blog and social media.			

			
				
				
			 	
			 	
        
      
    
		 	

		 

	


	
		#ORPHICA

		Inspire others! Publish your photo with hashtag #orphica and we might mention you on our Instagram! Visit our profile. @orphica_official
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			Contact

			Contact us via e-mail or phone.
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			Distribution

			Sell ORPHICA products.
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			Find a store

			See the shops near you.
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			Join us

			Visit our blog and social media.

		

	
	

	
		Our products

		
				ESSENTIALS
	CREATIVE
	TIMELESS
	TOUCH


		
	
	
	
			Privacy policy
		
			Terms & Conditions

			ORPHICA. All rights reserved			2024		
	










	




 

